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MEDITATION 

Heron Rises from the Dark, Summer Pond  

Mary Oliver  

 

So heavy 

is the long-necked, long-bodied heron, 

always it is a surprise 

when her smoke-colored wings 

 

open 

and she turns 

from the thick water, 

from the black sticks 

 

of the summer pond, 

and slowly 

rises into the air 

and is gone. 

 

Then, not for the first or the last time, 

I take the deep breath 

of happiness, and I think 

how unlikely it is 

 

that death is a hole in the ground, 

how improbable 

that ascension is not possible, 

though everything seems so inert, so nailed 

 

back into itself-- 

the muskrat and his lumpy lodge, 

the turtle, 

the fallen gate. 

 

And especially it is wonderful 

that the summers are long 

and the ponds so dark and so many, 

and therefore it isn't a miracle 

 

but the common thing, 

this decision, 

this trailing of the long legs in the water, 

this opening up of the heavy body 

 

into a new life: see how the sudden 

gray-blue sheets of her wings 



strive toward the wind; see how the clasp of nothing 

takes her in. 

 

 

FIRST READING  

adapted from Dandelion Wine, by Ray Bradbury 

 

[A boy sits with his great-grandma, who is dying.] 

 

Douglas was crying.  She roused herself again. “Now, why are you doing that?” she said.   

“Because you won’t be here tomorrow,” he said. 

 

She turned toward him and said, “Tomorrow morning I’ll get up at seven and wash behind my 

ears; I’ll run to church with Charlie Woodman; I’ll picnic at the park; I’ll swim, run barefoot, fall 

out of trees, chew spearmint gum … Douglas, Douglas, for shame!  You cut your fingernails, 

don’t you?” 

 

“Yes ma’am.” 

 

“And you don’t yell when your body makes itself over every seven years or so, old cells dead 

and new ones added to your fingers and your heart. You don’t mind that, do you?” 

 

“No ma’am.”   

 

“Well, consider then, boy. Any man saves fingernail clippings is a fool. You ever see a snake 

bother to keep his peeled skin? That’s about all I got here today in this bed is fingernails and 

snakeskin. One good breath would send me up in flakes. Important thing is not the me that’s 

lying here, but the me that’s sitting on the edge of the bed looking back at me, and the me that’s 

downstairs cooking supper, or out in the garage under the car, or in the library reading. I’m not 

really dying today. No person ever died that had a family. I’ll be around a long time. A thousand 

years from now a whole township of my offspring will be biting sour apples in the gumwood 

shade. That’s my answer to anyone asks big questions!” 

 

[Douglas went away, and the old woman lay in her room alone.] 

 

“A long time back,” she thought, “I dreamed a dream, and was enjoying it so much when 

someone wakened me - and that was the day when I was born.  Where am I?” she thought.  

“Ninety years…  how to take up the thread and the pattern of that lost dream again?”  She put out 

her small hand.  There … Yes -  now she saw it shaping in her mind quietly, and with a serenity 

like a sea moving along an endless and self-refreshing shore. Now she let the old dream touch 

and lift her from the pillow and drift her above the scarce-remembered bed. Downstairs, she 

thought, they are polishing the silver, and rummaging the cellar, and dusting in the halls. She 

could hear them living all through the house.  

 

“It’s all right,” whispered Great-grandma, as the dream floated her. “Like everything else in this 

life, it’s fitting.”  And the sea moved her back down the shore. 



 SECOND READING   

from Pablo Neruda, “Ode to some yellow flowers” 

 

Against the blue shifting its blues 

is the sea,  

and against the sky 

some yellow flowers. 

 

October comes. 

 

And although it may seem so important,  

the sea unrolling 

its myth, its mission, its power, 

there bursts over the sand  

the gold of a single yellow plant, 

and your eyes rivet themselves to the earth. 

They avoid the great sea and its throbbing.  

 

Earth we are, earth we shall be –  

 

not air, not fire, not water, 

but earth, 

only earth we shall be 

 

and, perhaps,  

some yellow flowers.  

 

 

 

THIRD READING 

from Richard Jeffries 

 

It is eternity now.  I am in the midst of it.   

It is about me in the sunshine. 

I am in it, as the butterfly in the light-laden air. 

Nothing has to come, it is now.  

Now is eternity. 

Now is the eternal life.  

 

 

 

 

 



It is Eternity Now  

 

Six a.m. on a Sunday in the spring.    
A man on the phone, someone I know, someone from here, speaks in a thin, shaky voice.  “She’s 

gone.  Our mother died at 4:30.”  They’d known she was dying for days, really for months, but 

he sounded shocked- which he was. We’re never prepared, which is right, which is fitting; we’re 

never ready for someone to go.  Ready for suffering to end – absolutely. Ready to move on – 

perhaps. But never ready yet to say good-bye.  I went to the house.  Her six children were 

standing round the bed (“children” in their middle age, flecked with grey, their own children safe 

asleep upstairs, but these adults were children now, crying for their mom). The sun had just come 

up. The room was filled with candlelight and daylight, and tissues and memories and coffee 

cups, love and shock, acceptance, gratitude. Someone said, “Let’s sing to her; what will you sing 

in church today?” and someone found the lyrics on their phone, and some knew them by heart. 

We sang “Morning Has Broken,” in broken, cracked voices, and prayed, and cried, and laughed 

through tears at little bits and pieces of a whole life story not yet quite coming into focus. Each 

one of them touched their mother’s body as they sang, and when they finally looked up, and 

moved their hands away, it was like the heron rising from the pond: they began to let her go into 

the morning, into all that mystery and air.    

 

Then, says the poet, not for the first or the last time, 

I think 

how unlikely it is 

 

that death is a hole in the ground, 

how improbable 

that ascension is not possible, 

though everything seems so inert, so nailed 

 

back into itself-- 

 

…see how the sudden 

gray-blue sheets of her wings 

strive toward the wind; see how the clasp of nothing 

takes her in. 

 

Where do they go when they die? 

 

Late afternoon in a cemetery several years ago.   

A little family gathered at the graveside of a woman who died too young of cancer: her husband 

and her children in their teens and twenties.  There’s been a funeral already, and this was a 

private burial of ashes, just her family standing there, but suddenly they couldn’t stand, couldn’t 

stand it: they buckled to the ground, crying, holding their white roses.  For them that day death 

looked exactly like a hole in the ground. They were inconsolable. At last it was time to place the 

small box, but when I leaned over of the perfect rectangular hole, there in bottom, three or four 

feet down, was a tiny frog, bright green, trying to jump out.  What to do? I couldn’t put the box 

on top of it.  My arms weren’t long enough to reach it, and so the husband, still sobbing, lay flat 



on his belly to scoop it out. He sat up, for a long minute holding that frog in a trembling fist and I 

thought he would crush it in his rage.  And then he just opened his hand, let it go. The tension 

was released.  Birds were in the trees again; traffic moved on Century Avenue.  Someone blew 

their nose. We crawled back to the land of the living.  

 

What becomes of them?  What becomes of us?  

 

 

A Florida beach in the evening in winter.   

The tourists are gone.  A woman 80 years old, strong, sad, pulls a baggie from her pocket and 

walks to the water.  She pours the dusty contents in my hands, and when she nods I scatter them 

into the sea.  We stand hand in hand, dusty hands,  the surf rolling in and out over our feet, bits 

and pieces of her husband all mingled together with sand and shells and salt water. You can’t tell 

what’s what. She looks out at the horizon. She looks down at her feet, with the water ebbing and 

flowing.  “See how he keeps coming back?” she says.   

 

Who can say where they’ve all gone?  What becomes of them? What becomes of us once we let 

them go, or if we can’t, or won’t?  Maybe in the end we’re all yellow flowers, as Neruda says in 

his poem:  Earth we are, only earth we shall be- not water, not air, not fire, but dirt, and, 

perhaps, some yellow flowers…  

 

… our bones and blood reshaped, reused, renewed as plants and animals that eat the plants, and 

round and round, a simple transformation, miraculous and natural.  Maybe we live on in 

memory, like the great-grandma in the reading, our little efforts and our values, our 

accomplishments, echoed in the lives of children we will never meet, just like our DNA echoes 

on and on. It’s persisted for millennia, deep within our cells, and we carry it for just a little while, 

before we pass it on - from whom? To whom? We never know.  Maybe the spirit flies to heaven, 

or maybe it lingers, maybe forever. Richard Jeffries, a 19
th

 century naturalist who loved science 

but also the mystical imagination, wrote beautifully: “The air, the sunlight, the night, all that 

surrounds me seems crowded with inexpressible powers, with the influence of souls, or 

existences, so that I walk in the midst of immortal things.  It is eternity now, I am in the midst of 

it.”  

 

Look at another person while living, he said.  The soul is not visible, only the body which it 

animates.  Therefore, merely because after death the soul is not visible is no demonstration that 

it does not still live.  The condition of being unseen is the same condition which occurs while the 

body is living; there is nothing exceptional, or supernatural, in the life of the soul after death.   

 

Who can say what happens when we die?  We have no idea, and so, if you’re a Christian, you 

pray for the dead on All Souls Day, November second in the great liturgical wheel, and you pray 

for the living on All Saints, November first, and All Hallows Eve precedes them both, the last 

day of October, preparing for these mysteries.  These old holy days, we know, bear traces of a far 

more ancient past, the rituals they superseded in Celtic Europe and the British Isles. Samhain in 

the pagan world, both long ago and now, marks the moment in the year when the veil between 

the land of the living and the country of the dead is thin, transparent, even permeable.  The 

threshold between harvest time and wintertime, abundance and uncertainty, was a liminal time. 



People would die in the winter, of starvation and cold; they knew that already in the fall, but did 

not yet know who would be leaving.  A liminal time – which it always is. We never know, on 

any given day, who will be leaving tomorrow. At Samhain, spirits traveled back, and people long 

ago, as now, were ambivalent about that, both frightened and eager, terrified and tentatively glad: 

so overjoyed to imagine lost loved ones among them again (they set out food and drinks), and so 

afraid of what the dead might do or say, of grudges they might hold, indictments they might 

speak. They were afraid of grief again, of opening old wounds, salting them with longing just as 

they’d begun to heal – just as we’re afraid of that.  They lit great fires to guide the ghosts back, 

then hid their faces behind horrible masks to frighten them away. In Scotland it’s called 

swithering, this leaning one way, then the other, this ambivalence about the dead. How do you 

hold sorrow and longing both together, anger and grief, despair hand in hand with glimmers of 

hope that your own life might be worth living even without your person who has died? How can 

you really believe, after loss, as you walk on through your days and your years, that any tiny 

seeds of new joy are not a betrayal of the one you loved?  Living well feels like betrayal. We’re 

afraid to call the dead back into our lives; we’re reluctant to push them away.  Trick or treat.  

 

Not long ago a woman who was dying said, “I am my whole story, and you can live with that.”  

She was speaking to her grown children, helping them write her obituary and plan out her whole 

service, which they didn’t want to do, and she wanted them to do. They were deeply honored, 

and they were deeply sad, and they felt like they were jinxing the whole process, writing up her 

life before it ended – but she was resolute.  She had had a life of many struggles: her family had 

known physical abuse, divorce, chemical dependency, a whole catalog of sorrow, shame and 

silence (like almost every family, if you look closely enough).  She had had a life of many 

victories, and many joys and blessings.  She embodied generosity of spirit.  She told them, “I am 

my whole story and you can live with that,” to help them, I think, with the swithering, the back- 

and- forth-ness of their feelings, the round and round of how to talk about a person while they’re 

living and also when they’re dead, with honesty, integrity and grace, how to spin the yarn that 

will thread through generations.  Her whole story is living on in them, whether they like it or not, 

in everyone whose life she touched, and the meaning that she made of it, that they make of it, is a 

kind of immortality.   Where do they go when they die? We don’t know, we can’t – and yet, in 

part, we do.  Rest in peace, says the poet Alice Walker in a poem to her great-grandparents, in 

peace, in me, the meaning of your lives is yet unfolding.  

 

Christian Wiman is a poet, the former editor of Poetry magazine, who has written a lot about 

mortality and meaning since his own diagnosis of incurable cancer seven years ago when he was 

forty-one. He writes of paradox, of living gladly, full of hope and faith and gratitude even in the 

face of death, which means living full of grief and fear and rage and intractable, excruciating 

pain that is only going to end one way.  This swithering life, life-and-death life, he argues, 

rightly, is how all of us must live, even if no oncologist has told us so. We live from our birth in 

the shadow of death.  He speaks of “finding God here and there among the ongoing delights and 

demolitions of daily life: treatments, abatements, hope and hell.”   He writes, 

 

I have a cancer that is as rare as it is unpredictable, “smoldering” in some people for decades, 

turning others to quick tinder.  I also now have two children, two lovely live-wire and 

preternaturally alert little girls who were born within eight minutes of each other, at a time when 



it seemed as if the cancer had been driven away by drugs so futuristic and with so few side 

effects that it seemed I would be able to take them forever.  That hasn’t proven to be the case.  

 

Though people never say it, you can see it in their eyes sometimes, the question:  How could you 

do it? How could you bring these children into a situation so precarious? How could you seed 

them with this grief?  And of course we ask ourselves these questions, my wife and I, when things 

are bad with me or difficult at home.  But then we see them offering each other flowers they’ve 

picked from the backyard, or stopping amid their madcap play to kiss each other, or, when we 

walk into their nursery in the mornings, throwing back their heads and laughing like little 

palpable fruitions of the love that first led us out of ourselves and to each other – we see these 

things and we ask: How could we not have had them? How could they not be? How could such 

life, such love, ever have remained latent and dormant within us?  

 

He’s asking old questions here, the heart of the spiritual matter: what in us chooses life in spite 

of death?  What is it that clamors to say yes? Wiman is a Christian who is ambivalent about the 

after-life.  He looks out on the day ahead, the one he’s in, and also death, and says the task is not 

to “believe” in a life beyond this life; the task is to perceive it, the life abundant right within this 

life, even when it’s breaking apart; the kingdom of God right around us, among us, within us, 

eternal even if we ourselves are not.  

 

Last week, I was travelling on the border between Arizona and Mexico with the Unitarian 

Universalist College of Social Justice.  We met with many activists, but the task of our 

delegation was mainly to bear witness.  We were there to keep watch, to keep our eyes and hearts 

wide open to the tragedy and travesty of US immigration policies, open to the beauty of the land 

out there, the dangerous, sometimes lethal landscape; open to the beauty of the struggle, the 

dangerous, sometimes lethal struggle of very brave, compassionate people.  We heard of many 

deaths, and many broken lives. We sat in a Federal courtroom and watched 70 people, 66 men 

and 4 very young women, sent to detention for 30 or 60 or 180 days, straight from the desert to 

jail. They stood in tattered clothes and shackles: ankles, waist, and wrists, chained like animals, 

like slaves.  One after another they pled as their court-appointed defense lawyers had instructed 

them to do, culpable – guilty- which was surely my own unequivocal status - guilty, in the face 

of such despair, culpable, complicit.  We walked in the desert where migrants walk, and prayed 

at a makeshift shrine there where they’ve died. We saw the sweatshop factories brought to 

Mexico by NAFTA, making stuff we all use every day for cheap, unregulated wages, and we met 

with a woman in sanctuary in Tucson church, whose children love baseball and soccer, and her.  

They visit every day, after school.  I have many stories, but the one I’ll share now was told us by 

Cecelia, our guide from Nogales, who has worked with migrants from her home in Mexico for 

more than 30 years.  

 

She told us that in the 1980’s her Catholic church was one of the first to collaborate with 

American congregations providing sanctuary for undocumented people.  Her church, on the 

Mexican side, offered food, medicine, clothing to people crossing the desert, and notified 

churches on the American side when people were likely to come through.  Then as now, 

migrants and refugees came not only from Mexico, but from all over Latin America, especially 

El Salvador and Guatemala.  Cecelia said her priest realized that there was something else they 

could provide these travelers, something very valuable. It was dangerous and illegal, very 



specific, and a little weird, and in the end it made a huge difference.  There was a funeral home 

next to the church. They asked the undertaker to give them the passports of people who’d died, 

which the priest then passed on to people who needed IDs. This was 1978, 79, 80, long before 

digital documentation.  The passports of the dead provided safe passage for the living.    

 

In Mexico, you know, the dead dwell vivaciously, vividly, in the imaginations of the living, in 

the lives of the living, indigenous, Catholic, everyone.    In Nogales last week we saw cemeteries 

already lavishly, lovingly decorated for the Day of the Dead, more than a week in advance. 

Cecelia’s story made sense in this tradition: living people, children, women, men, put on the 

identities of dead people, like a costume, like a mask. What better way to celebrate, to consecrate 

their memory? The volunteers who helped them could have been arrested, jailed, or killed.  What 

better way to honor the dead than by risking everything for life: living fully in the present with 

great courage in the midst of grave danger, great compassion in the midst of all cruelty, great 

clarity and hope, and even playfulness, in the midst of utter desolation?  I have very little 

Spanish, but as Cecelia spoke I sensed that she was still very proud, and rightly so, of her church 

and her priest, the funeral director, and all the people, the bereaved families, who held this 

subversive, sacred secret so well.   It was an act of creation.  I sensed that she thought the dead 

would be proud, both of the congregation, and of their own role in the work.   

 

Who can say what becomes of people when they die?  

 

The task is not to seek a life beyond this life, not to “believe” in a life beyond this life; the task, 

says Christian Wiman, is to perceive that life, the life abundant right within this life, even when 

it’s breaking apart; the kingdom of God right around us, among us, within us, eternal even if we 

ourselves are not. In memorials here we say every time, May the beauty of their life shine and 

shine, and may our lives bring honor to their memory. In the rising of the sun and in its going 

down, we will remember them… 

 

 

I invite you to close your eyes for just a moment.  

 

Breathe deep the breath of life, the gift of life.   

Hold in your mind the memory of someone you have loved and lost.   

If you are young, or very lucky, perhaps there is no one yet so close to you,  

and so perhaps you hold for us the wider circle,  

names you’ve heard here on a Sunday,  

or names we all hear in the news: Michael Brown, Nelson Mandela…  

or those whose names we’ll never know,  

those dying this morning, this moment, of Ebola,  

or on battlefields,  

or city streets,  

those walking in the desert, 

those in nursing homes or hospitals,  

some ready to let go, others clinging for dear life,  

all beloved.   

Hold in your mind the memory of someone who has died.  



See that person lifting off, as a heron rises from a pond,  

heavy at first, then free of all heaviness,  

into mystery and air:  

into the communion of saints,  

the community of all souls.   

All souls.   

One spirit.  

Breathe deep, the spirit of life, the spirit of love. 

May there be peace.   

May there be peace.   

May we make peace.   

Amen.  

  

 

 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Notes 

 

The term swithering is explicated in The Sin-Eater by Thomas Lynch.  

 

Reflections by Christian Wiman come from his book, My Bright Abyss: Meditation of a Modern 

Believer 

 

  

 

 


